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INTRODUCTION
For Team Bucharest, Solar Decathon Europe 2012 has proven to be the first real step in raising social
awareness in the field of sustainability and energy efficient technologies. With project PRISPA, we approached
our target public with a low-tech solution that had the purpose to provide a better understanding of energy zero houses. We have demonstrated that affordability, solar technology, contemporary comfort, consumer
friendly design, passive strategy and traditional values can work well together in order to change the general
perspective on sustainable living. Our efforts had great visibility all over the country, managing to create a
niche of consumers that started to influence the way the market reacts, increasing demand that will eventually
lead to a more diversified offer. The higher education environment also had a lot to benefit, marking the first
real collaboration between architecture and engineering universities and encouraging design-build
multidisciplinary teams to face the real challenges of their future careers.
Having these achievements in mind, the Technical University of Civil Engineering of Bucharest, “Ion Mincu”
University of Architecture and Urbanism of Bucharest and University Politehnica of Bucharest, together with
a group of students with previous experience in the Solar Decathlon Europe competition, decided to continue
this positive direction that was given to the general public, academia, bussiness sector and the government.
There are still a lot of things to be changed, so our proposal for SDEurope 2014 en France now focuses on the
urban environment, research and innovation in technology and on creating a solid communication line
between researchers, designers, inversters, producers and consumers. Skeptical at first, these categories
managed to show great openness toward this field, but the teaching process should not stop here. We strongly
believe that, with further incentives and examples, we can shape a solid mentality and Solar Decathlon
Europe 2014 en France creates the perfect scenario.
We look forward to the opportunity of participating in this competition and continue to make changes in
Romania’s emergent market at a higher level than before.
MAIN OBJECTIVES
Romania is still stained by the communist regime and by their segregation with western Europe, and
open-mindness is often reduced because of lack of example. Therefore raising social awareness on
sustainability, alternative energy resources and energy efficiency is crucial for the proper development of our
emergent market. People are not reluctant to change, they simply don’t understand how change works, and
the successful start we had with our previous Solar Decathlon project, PRISPA, showed us that a good
communication strategy is essential in this matter.
The density problematic in Bucharest has its specific traits, but it has worldwide connections. Our house
should further provide a solution in the heart of Bucharest, but will also adapt to different situations and site
parameters across Europe due to its flexibility in design. Innovation in technology and urban planning is also
on our to do list and we have strong research possibilities to support it. Our final solution must reshape the
idea of living in the urban environment, encouraging but guiding behavioural processes.
At the end of this project, we plan on achieving a user and market-oriented housing prototype that could easily
become affordable and could be used on a large scale. Moreover, we want to influence and innovate the
housing building process and create a continuous back and forth communication line between producers
(factories, designers, etc.) and consumers. Our design strategy focuses on exactly this aspect, encouraging
feedback from both ends and integrating specific parameters and waste management as more as possible.
Education development is a priority because of its impact in the professional medium. Besides promoting
interdisciplinarity and the idea of design-build studios, we will integrate BIM systems in the design process
and will always use sustainability/green building tools like LEED and BREEAM.
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TECHNICAL INNOVATION AND DESIGN
Design Philosophy and Inspiration
Density is an underlying problem for urban development worldwide, generating solutions that have proven to
destabilize urban coherence, from urban sprawl to Le Corbusier’s modernist urbanism, from the violent
rupture in scale (in the heart of the city or totally separated and pushed towards the outskirts) to the
stubbornness of keeping a scale that does not meet the needs of the contemporary city. Europe’s biggest cities
have problems mixing XIXth and XXth century historical areas with modern necessities.
Bucharest’s problematic has its paradoxes, its eclectic architecture developing as a patchwork consisting in a
village-like historical centre, a violent socialist urbanism and contemporary interventions without a strategic
view. According to CSB 2035 (Strategic Concept for Bucharest 2035), Bucharest has problems responding to
the required density needs, mixing uncontrollable urban sprawl with punctual high-rises and out of scale
interventions. Functional segregation has, moreover, a negative effect on mobility and quality of life, while the
unused spaces in the old urban fabric seem hard to use or unproductive. Bucharest’s inner central ring lacks
housing, while providing office spaces, leisure and superior education institutions. Mobility becomes
unbearable in one direction at a time and it generates a general increase in the use of motorized vehicles.
The old city stands a rapid decay, its unfit housing providing homes for squatters with a low social statute.
However, the demand for downtown housing increases and people are willing to pay more on rent despite the
unfit conditions. Buying is not an option because of the uncertainty and the large investment needed in
rehabilitation, this being another factor of decay. In the meantime, large expensive apartment buildings lay
empty in the outer ring because of their bad connection to other functional necessities.
Increasing density in Bucharest does not mean all-at-once quantity, but quality and strategic sites, using those
unstructured areas that don’t allow massive interventions, but can provide high standard housing options.
Density should not be the equivalent of high intensity, quite the opposite. What we propose is a sustainable
and energy zero self-standing housing unit that can adapt to any site conditions, from the so common empty
narrow plots in dense, but low-rise areas, to sites with medium to high blind walls, from empty large sites that
require a high-scale development, to existing buildings that can allow retro-fittings. These housing units, more
than being adaptable as a whole, can create complex structures for common living.
Our building philosophy extends, however, to the whole process of production, promoting a sustainable
approach of the relationship between researchers, designers, producers, consumers and the object itself, a
relationship that starts in the design phase and continues long after building the house, through performance
monitoring.
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Design Approach
While our goal is to create an intelligent, energy efficient building, we don’t reason with the idea of industrializing a prototype as a whole, leaving design options open. In order to achieve this, we have created a set of
rules to be applied on our prototype, just like Le Corbusier did with his 5 points towards a new architecture.
Standardization can bring great technological improvements, but can also decrease living comfort. There is a
fine line between the two and we plan not to cross it in the negative direction.
1. The building is a prefabricated product with few different types of standardized components.
2. The building is modular and can function independently or can form buildings for shared living.
3. In the factory, the components of the building are configured after specific site parameters.
4. From the moment it is set in place, the building will be constantly monitored.
5. While its shape is dictated by various needs derived from the technology we use, to a visual expent, the
building should have a diffuse morphology.
6. The building is designed on a simple, easy to understand system of assembly and disassembly.
7. The building’s components should be designed in such a way that it allows the upcycling/ recycling of parts.
8. The building must be affordable.
9. The building is equipped with a dedicated space conditioning system (building management system-BMS).
10. In its relationship with the city, the building is an example of good practice in energy efficient constructions.

+
standardized
components

flexible functional
scheme

individual
housing unit

adapting to site’s parameters

shared housing units - three dimensional composition flexibility
Technology Understanding
Our house is a prefabricated modular living unit, designed as a building kit comprising in few different types
of standardized components, so it allows easy replacement of parts, plug-ins, extensions and upgrades. In the
factory, the components of the building are adapted to specific parameters conditioned by the site. From a
structural point of view, this leads us to framing systems using the cold formed light gauge zinc coated steel or
laminate profiles as a main structural material. The advantage is that steel structures are very quick to build, it
takes about of the time used by traditional ones. All structural elements are produced in the factory, are
designed and stacked so as they occupy the minimum space for transportation and are installed on site,
resulting in a convenient cost assessment and excellent workmanship with most professional service having
bolted prefabricated connections for the structural elements.
Energy and indoor environment management systems aims to preserve a high IEQ (indoor environment
quality) with minimum energy consumption and costs. For this purpose, we will design an intelligent
predictive controller which continuously monitors the indoor parameters and allows changing all type of
comfort thresholds. A novelty multi-criteria decision aid method will be implemented in the controller, making
the occupants more aware of the potential energy reduction of their actions.
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As the facade is a key element for the IEQ and Energy, we propose a hybrid double-skin facade (DSF) with
integrated photovoltaic panels and vegetation between the two glazed layers. The green wall will act as solar
protection in summer, while the air is preheated in the facade during winter and passed through a heat
recovery before it is introduced inside. We are also investigating unglazed transpired solar collectors or walls
(UTSW) to be integrated in the double-skin ventilated facade. This could be a good solution to preheat the air
during winter or to better insulate the envelope. Innovative air perforation shapes of the UTSW are designed
to increase the heat transfer and along with a phase change material (PCM) plasterboard a significant energy
reduction is expectable in winter. During summer, the ventilated wall will act as a barrier and the night
ventilation cooling will evacuate the unwanted heat gains.

Water management is also of concern and we are planning to use water from different sources to enhance the
productivity of the house. The wastewater from showers and sinks can be treated and used for gardening or
for a low temperature radiation, like floor heating. Rainwater collectors should also help control water waste
and they can constantly provide water for green walls (hydroponics is a field we are taking into consideration
for this prototype).
Our project will integrate a greenhouse garden that can be used with multiple aims: growing plants (urban
farms), ventilation strategies purposes and thermal/photovoltaic solar panels architecture integration. Its
relationship with the living space will be determined during design phase. Several innovations could be
implemented such as intelligent control of greenhouse openings, ventilation coupling with the DSF/UTSW or
water cooling of the roof. Using an adjustable heat insulation (a moving surface that reduces the heated
volume), we could substantially reduce energy use during the winter. Special plants in the greenhouse will act
as shading and an evaporative cooling along with natural ventilation will make sure that the space is not
overheating.
Further detailing BIPV systems, besides roofs or DSFs, we are looking into the possibility of using areas of the
facades that do not benefit from proper orientation. Semi-transparent photovoltaic shaders could be
monitored and by the BMS, controlling their 120° travel for 3 purposes: VSAT solar tracker (Vertical single axis
tracker), natural light control and collecting water.
Since we will design our house in such a way that it can allow easy upgrades and component replacement,
the conventional mono/poly crystalline silicon photovoltaics can be replaced with organic photovoltaics
(OPVC) once the technology will be more consumer oriented. OPVCs have a much lower impact on the
environment during production, installation and recycling processes, are light weight, use less material and
efficiency is almost as good as conventional silicon technology (OPVCs have higher efficiency than
conventional technologies at lower irradiance or higher temperatures).
Industrialization and Marketing Viability
Industrialization is a delicate subject in Romania, mainly due to the approach on collective housing during the
communist regime. After living in standardized blocks all those years, Romanias are, perhaps, a little scared of
typification although their present consumer choices show quite the opposite. This is where this project
interferes by creating easy to industrialize housing, while still keeping options open in order to anticipate
clients’ needs.
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For us, a market-oriented house is a living option that takes into consideration consummers’ feedback and
further developes better solutions according to the received information. Affordability is a key point and
industrialization is the most efficient way to rapidly achieve low prices. While we are aware that our prototype
might not be cheap, we are confident that the potential of industrialization is high and it is inherent in the
design approach.
The flexibility of this project (components, the possibility of using residual spaces, the option of composing
small and large scale buildings using the same components, the ability to respond to site parameters, the
possibility of reusing components etc.) makes us consider a target public consisting in both sedentary people
and the so called nomads, in both high-income beneficiaries and social cases. Our target ranges from
individuals and families to investors and the government.
- low-income - the more parts produced, the more the price drops in time // flexibility allows building an initial
house that responds tp the minimum of needs with upgrading possibilities in time // one can
build his house with used parts.
- high income - housing in the city‘s central ring // high-tech upgrading possibilities
- sedentaries - upgrading possibilities, one does not have to move if his needs change in time
- nomads
- city center location and cheap rent due to industrialized housing // in case of ownership, the
the house can be sold as parts when leaving
- private investers - city center location, the possibility of producing many parts in a short time which leads to
cost-effective housing units, and the flexibility in space use allow the development of shared
housing projects with minimum costs and maximum profit.
- government - many parts produced in a short amount of time, easy transportation and and easy assembly
make this project suitable for social or emergency housing in case of disasters.
In a way, it’s just like buying a car. You can upgrade it in time and sell/recycle/upcycle the parts you don’t need,
you can change parts that don’t work with new or used ones and you can even sell it as parts.
FUNDRAISING AND TEAM SUPPORT
Fundraising and Institutional Support
Team Bucharest 2014 has the support from the same association of three universities that participated in
SDE 2012 with team PRISPA, the Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest, “Ion Mincu” University
of Architecture and Urban Planning Bucharest and Polytechnic University Bucharest. We intend to grow the
number of partner universities involved in the project, so as to create a multidisciplinary team focusing not
only on design and engineering, but also on communication, marketing, economy, social studies and
psychology.
Due to this edition’s key concepts, we have involved institutions and organizations that activate in the urban
context, from NGOs dealing with urban studies and debates, to organizations that focus on the relationship
between private investors, municipality and interventions in protected areas. We also sought the support of
organizations that create networks of powerful private investors and encourage them to get involved in actions
promoting sustainability. Moreover, we have contacted institutions that can ease our participation in Versailles
through their French branches, such as the French Institute in Bucharest or the Romanian Embassy in France.
We rely on these to also provide training so as to have a prepared team for the language challenges during the
competition.
In this edition, we have, from the beginning, the support of the Government of Romania, through the Ministry
of Environment and Forests, marking the first important connection between our research endeavours and
governmental programs. Since we intend to create a product that can be of interest for the higher authorities,
we consider that this partnership will help us not only to participate in Versailles, but will ensure the continuity
of this project long after the end of SDE 2014. Moreover, we can access their research funding programmes.
More than initial partnerships with institutions that could provide financial support, we have sought those who
can grant us access to their powerful connections in the governmental and private sector. This strategy,
combined with our previous experience with Solar Decathlon, provides not only an open list of contacts but
also trust by association which has proven to be effective in our particular condition.
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A key partnership is with Romanian Green Building Council which will not only support our project by
helping us with LEED and BREEAM energy certificates and by offering step-by-step assistance, but they are
also going to facilitate access to their database and network of 100 companies. Habitat for Humanity will also
join our efforts of creating social-awareness, while helping us develop the key aspects that will make our
prototype suitable for emergency architecture.
Fundraising will start by contacting old partners and sponsors and by participating, since the beginning of
2013, in specialized fairs to attract new ones. The last two years earned us trust in the business environment,
so the next step will be creating a social network between the interested companies and institutions so as to
encourage them to collaborate in order to support and eventually industrialize our project after SDE 2014.
This will create leverage and help all the parts involved achieve their goals with minimum risk.
Another aspect of our fundraising efforts will concentrate on accessing structural funds from the European
Union, our potential residing in research funds for partnerships between universities, NGOs and companies,
cultural funds and sustainable developments. Romania has a low absorption rate which generated a new
granting policy which makes the funds easier to access. We have also identified other national programmes
that grant financial support for research and education projects (for example “Education Deserves!”, funded
by a powerful national foundation).
Industry Support
We have identified two major areas (engineering, construction) in which our team will rely on the support
offered by the industry that provides commercial services in our country. We have also listed key companies
(see pages 18-19) that can contribute with materials and expertise but also, with the necessary experience to
provide training for our team members in order to ensure safety in site operations. Part of these companies
have already worked with us, others are selected due to the new strategy of the project.
Our efforts to integrate the private sector into the user-centered housing strategy benefits from the support of
the Patronage of Construction Companies (PSC), a structure that acts in partnership with the Romanian
Government and Parliament, the European Union and other public institutions. Moreover, our intent is to form
a partnership between a major company and our supporting institutions so as to access European funds to
finance the development of a production line for our project.
Facilities and Equipment
The Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest will provide the team access to its research centers
and infrastructure:
- CAMBI - Advanced Research Center for Ambient Quality and Building Physics (Its members are professors,
lecturers, researchers, academic assistants, PhD and graduate students with interests in Indoor Environmental
Quality and Heat Transfer Phenomena in Building Physics). An important research and testing infrastructure
is available at the center, with capabilities of IEQ assessment and monitoring.
- INSIST (Testing Laboratory for Thermal, Hydraulic and Electrical Systems and Equipments)
- LMC (Testing Laboratory for Building Profiles)
- Evaluation Center for Environmental Impacts
- Research Center for Civil Engineering, Research Center for Equipments and Technological Processes
Engineering in Buildings, Research Center for Environment Engineering, Research Center for Structural
Safety in case of Natural Hazards
- Metallic Buildings Workshop (which will provide us a place to assembly our modules and store our materials)
- a permanent site for the house so it can became a research facility after the SDE competition
PRISPA Association will donate equipment that has been used for PRISPA project, at SDE 2012.
Nemetschek and Autocad will provide training in BIM softwares for decathletes and will also give us the
necessary license for their software.
RoGBC (Romanian Green Building Council) will facilitate access to their Green Building Professional
Platform.
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CURRICULUM INTEGRATION AND SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Existing Programs
The existing programs (research, practice, study) in our universities are mostly recently created trough our
previous participation in Solar Decathlon Europe 2012, demonstrating the potential of this competition in
terms of improving the educational system in our country.
”Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban Planning Bucharest (UAUIM) now has a series of courses
focusing on sustainability, an architecture project which deals with designing a solar house, a project for
Interior Architecture that consists in creating the interior design for a solar house and can be specifically
applied to our proposal. Moreover, for 6th year students, working in Solar Decathlon has been accepted as an
alternative for the required 3 month internship in architecture offices.
Integration Into Courses And Graduate Education
As seen above, participating in SDE 2012 already made some changes. Due to our success, the academic
medium now acknowledges the potential of this competition and is making efforts to provide a better
integration in the curriculum.
This year, UAUIM has added another project in the architecture curriculum, a sustainable collective housing
unit, we integrated the site operations of the building of the prototype into the 3rd year site practice and we
will make strategic applications for different courses, so as selected students can work on a specific SDE
theme for their university requirements.
The urban planning curriculum will integrate an analysis of density and urban fabric in Bucharest, a thorough
selection of possible sites for our project and a comparison between the urban structure in Bucharest, Paris
and other European major urban developments, so as to make our project respond to both national specific
conditions and general European ones. This will be made by 2nd to 5th year students in Urban Planning.
Project management is another key factor to be integrated in the architecture and urban planning curriculum.
In the engineering field, 1st, 2nd and 3rd year students are welcomed to involve in the design and construction
of the prototype, this activity being equated with the compulsory technical internship at the end of every
academic year. Students from the French language departments from UTCB are also motivated to participate
and learn by hosting the public tours in Versailles. Besides the integration of the SDE project into courses and
practice, the Technical University of Bucharest already expressed their intent to transform our future prototype
into a research center for sustainability, integrated technologies and building physics. This will ensure the
permanent presence of our project into the curriculum, long after the competition in Versailles.
In addition, we are planning to involve different universities in this project, so we can create a truly
multidisciplinary research group. The courses and the projects integrated or soon to be integrated in the
curriculum can be found in pages 15-16.
The Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest acknowledges that the Solar Decathlon Europe
project is a starting point for final year students who must deliver dissertations or perform studies for their
own projects. Further improvements can also be the theme of their final projects.
As a result of promoting the collaborative work of engineers and architects, Dean of Faculty of Civil
Engineering and Faculty of Architecture sees the possibility that after SDE 2014, final year students in both
specialties will have the opportunity to deliver the dissertations together.
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ORGANIZATION AND PROJECT PLANNING
Team Organization
One of the key aspects of our team is that we decided it will be student-led. Everything, this proposal included,
will be realized by students, from conception and design to the construction of the house which will be the
final product of a design-build studio approach. We thus focus on curriculum integration and on encouraging
creativity and multidisciplinary exchange. Our organization chart (see page 17) features a 3-board structure
(administrative, advisory and management) and a decathlete team.
The Administrative Board, being the legal engine of the project, will be composed of representatives of the 3
associated universities, ensuring communication between the universities and the team developing the project.
The Advisory Board has the role of providing feedback from skilled coordinators and teachers, as well as from
representatives of the Industrial Sector. We thus divided this board into Faculty and Industry Advisers Group.
Faculty advisers, teachers of the associated and partner universities, and Industry advisers, the ones that have a
better understanding of the market, will share their experience in order for our project to be both innovative
and market oriented. The Management Board is the organism that will ensure the proper development of the
project, the overall coherence of the design and will manage all student-departments. This structure consists of
students with previous experience in Solar Decathlon Europe as decathletes or team officers, with training that
covers all the needed departments for this project.
Besides the good development of the project, this organization chart is meant to ensure decision integrity and
conflict resolution by having two levels of decision (administrative and management) and with the Advisory
Board acting as an arbitration board when necessary. Further concentrating on internal conflict prevention, our
multidisciplinary team will include students studying psychology with previous HR experience.
Student Team Selection
Focusing on multidisciplinarity, the student team will not only consist in architects and engineers, but will
benefit from students studying Communications and Public Relations, Advertising, IT, Sociology, Marketing,
Business and Economy. Team selection will be based on recommendations from Faculty advisers and on
management board assessments. Depending on the case, we will issue design and technical contests for
candidates or we will run interviews focusing on creativity and possible scenario resolutions.
As an example, selection for the first phase will be held in the form of an workshop in which different teams
will have several days to issue a solution based on this technical proposal. The winner design will be further
detailed and students that show the highest potential will be recruited, either as decathletes or team officers.
First recruiting will start in mid-January as a Call for Applications and we will have a new one specifically
designed for each phase of the project. Each selection process will be followed by teambuildings in different
environments, others than the daily workshop space, in order to ensure group cohesion.
Project Planning And Timeline
We identified 5 project stages, each having its activities precisely taken into consideration
(see timeline in pages 12-14) to generate a realistic budget planning. (see Cost Proposal Form in Attachments)
1. Proposal Planning and Design
2. Design Development
3. Construction Stage
4. SDE 2014 competition in Versailles
5. After Versailles
This organising strategy helps us to be efficient in resources distribution, to better integrate our project in the
University curriculum and to generate an overall communication plan. Each phase will have a personalized
event strategy, differentiated call for applications and, of course, other logistic demands. However, most of our
efforts in fundraising and logistics will involve phase 4 and they will start soon after the qualification. From
previous experience, we now know that the competition month is the most demanding of all, so we need to
foresee and cover costs, products, communication tools and, of course, to have a prepared and motivated team.
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Design - Build Studio
Student learning in a productive environment is one of our goals, as well as pushing forward the building
design industry in Romania. The assembly of different specialities (architecture, engineering, urban planning,
environment design, cost planning and project management) is not the only measure to take, bringing them
together and working on the same model/environment makes the real difference. Building Information
Modelling (BIM) and a Design-Build Studio is our way to approach the achievement of our goals, by
showcasing through the SDE2014 project its enormous possibilities. Although students learn to use these
softwares in school, they often don’t know how to integrate the system in the their working routine.
BIM represents more than a technology or a tool, it allows great detail in virtual building models, where an
architectural design will come together in more meaningful and cross-collaborative ways. BIM visualisation
tools have the ability to model a building with all systems and equipment from partitions to plumbing and
HVAC systems. Moreover, they can work with applications such as Clash Detection, allowing the effective
identification, inspection and interferences in a 3D model. This can go a long way towards preventing design
problems and conflicts very early in the design process. We are considering 2 major partners – software
providers, that will guide the design team: Autodesk – Revit, Nemetschek – Allplan (you can see letters of
support on request).
Apart from BIM, the stages of our project are also influenced by our strong decision to create a design-build
studio and by following an environmental conscious design through sustainability/green building tools. The
sustainability/green building voluntary certification schemes LEED, BREEAM are worldwide recognized tools
that push the building industry in taking actions to limit their impact on the environment and also push the
standards of construction and quality of the indoor environment. The principles of LEED or BREEAM are
used for office, retail or in our case residential developments. We will take into consideration from the design
steps the technical guidance offered by the schemes to certify out project from design stage and finally at the
construction stage in Paris 2014. We have in our team a BREEAM Assessor and a LEED AP that will lead us
through the certification process.
Communications Strategy
Our previous experience taught us that communications strategies have the power to decide the future
prospects of a project, to ensure its downfall or success. A good communication plan is also mandatory for a
project’s fundraising efforts. Hence, the main goals we seek to achieve through communication are an efficient
fundraising strategy implementation and social awareness.
One step is creating a contact network by participating in specialized events for professionals and maintaining
contact with both old and newly acquired partners. Moving forward in time, the communications team will
start organizing private networking events for these contacts to mark each project stage.
What is a good research and an innovative result if the people that would draw benefits from it don’t accept it?
Social awareness is a long term objective for us, achieving it having the potential of shaping mentalities and
influencing the private medium by increasing demand and offer. Events will focus on presenting the house and
the innovative solutions, but also on the adjacent features of participating in the competition, such as teamwork
and multidisciplinary actions, improving the superior education environment and raising awareness on
sustainability among different age and cultural groups. Moreover, we will differentiate our events according to
each phase of the project, which includes building the prototype in Romania before the competition and use it
as a showroom/event center.
Mass-media, along with social networks and specialized media, is the powerful tool that connects our two goals.
Our previous SDE project, PRISPA, created a precedent, so this time communication with mass-media will
start early, in the design phase. Based on our experience, we are confident that we will attract a lot of media
partners as soon as the project commences. Another thing that we have learned from our previous experience
is that good communication does not necessarily involve big financial investments, but creativity, spontaneity
and a group of motivated young people. We will thus base our media strategy on guerilla campaigns that have
the potential of attracting free media coverage.
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Solar Decathlon House After Versailles
Continuity in such a project is vital for our goals, so events and mass-media communication will not cease after
the competition. Our team will support sustainability programs, other proposals for the next Solar Decathlon
and will do its best to create real industrialization opportunities.
Our project for Solar Decathlon 2012, PRISPA, reached its goal of creating social awareness and a strong niche
of interested people and buyers. At that point in time, our proposal focused on traditional values and
aesthetics, easing our way to general acceptance and understanding. We have proven to Romanians that a
solar house can be comfortable, yet still affordable, and we successfully managed to sell our prototype. This
new project, however, is intended to be a research center as well as a showroom, various options being
discussed and explored both on and off campus.
1. One option is to rebuild the house in a central location in Bucharest, in a suitable that goes along with our
strategy. With the support of the Government of Romania and the municipality, our house will be on public
display for everybody to see how it works and even test it. We are planning to involve influential public actors
to live in the house and share their experiences. In parallel, the prototype will become a research and testing
center in order to develop new technologies that can upgrade the initial components.
2. The Technical University of Civil Engineering expressed their desire to rebuild the prototype on campus,
where architecture and engineering students will continue to monitor performance and test new technologies.
In addition, it will be used as an educational facility for research in environment quality, heat transfer
phenomena and building physics.
The additional site operations for assembly and disassembly in Romania will ensure continuity in integrating
the project in the universities’ curriculum.
Student Team Selection
CONCLUSIONS
After pioneering for two years with PRISPA, Romania’s first solar house designed and built entirely by students,
the most challenging thing is to raise the bar and find a way to further develop skills and knowledge. We want
to continue what we have started in 2010, with our application for proposal, and reach other targets,
innovate, provide examples for all our country to see.
We have found that design-build studios have a great learning potential and we would love to encourage a
new team of enthusiastic students to discover the infinite possibilities it offers. This time, however, we want to
take design-build teams even further, making everybody, from students to authorities and from consumers to
producers, an integrated part of the process.
It takes a lot of courage to continue, a lot of effort to maintain a team’s equilibrum after PRISPA’s intensity as
a project, but we are confident that now we have better tools to work with and increase the quality, success
and visibility of our project.
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DesignadjustmentsdocumentationͲProjectDrawings
Design
DesignadjustmentsdocumentationͲProjectManual
Measurements&Calculations(structural,HVAC,electrical,PV;10
days 6h/day)
DocumentsApproval(beforeandafterconstruction)
Constructingsmallcomponentsofmodule(20days,4h/day)
Furniture(40days,4h/day)
OrganizingMaterials&Toolsonsite(4days)
Construction
Assembly+Finishing(25days,10h/day,2shifts)
Adjustmentstothedesign(onsite;10days,6h/day)
Disassembly+loadingintrucks(10days,8h/day)
Communicationplanimprovements
HouseͲvisitingandeventsinsidethehouse
Communication
Events
AudioͲVideomaterialforSDE
Updatecosts(AssemblyinRomania)
LogisticHouse
LogisticTeam
Fundraising
DetailedCostsforCompetition
ContractswithFRANCEcompaniesforVersaiiles
TransportContracts
Transportation(ROͲFR)
Assembly+finishing(11days,16h/day,2shifts)
Contest(14days,program08Ͳ22)
Disassembly+loadingintrucks(4days,16h/day,2shifts)
Events(2h/day,includingopeningandclosingceremonies,+preps)
Communication
Transportation(startswhenfirsttruckisloadedandreadytogo)(FRͲRO)
AsBuiltDocumentation
Houseassembly+finishingforUTCB
Events

VͲAfter
Versailles

IVͲSolar
Decathlon

IIIͲConstructionStage

Estim.
Hours

16.08.14

15.02.14
01.11.13
01.11.13
01.11.13
01.11.13
01.11.13
01.04.14
01.04.14
08.05.14
01.02.14
01.03.14
01.03.14
28.03.14
01.04.14
08.05.14
22.05.14
01.11.13
08.05.14
01.11.13
01.11.13
01.11.13
01.11.13
01.11.13
08.05.14
01.11.13
01.11.13
07.06.14
15.06.14
27.06.14
12.07.14
26.06.14
26.06.14
12.07.14
16.09.14
19.07.14
19.07.14

Estim.
Start
Date

10.02.15

28.02.14
30.04.14
31.05.14
31.05.14
31.03.14
31.03.14
21.05.14
21.05.14
21.05.14
25.05.14
31.03.14
30.04.14
31.03.14
07.05.14
21.05.14
02.06.14
22.05.14
22.05.14
06.02.14
22.05.14
22.05.14
22.05.14
22.05.14
22.05.14
22.05.14
22.05.14
14.06.14
25.06.14
10.07.14
15.07.14
11.07.14
11.07.14
19.07.14
31.10.14
03.08.14
10.04.15

Estim.
EndDate
D

2012
J

F

M

A
M

J

J

2013
A

S

O

N

D

J

F

M

A

M

J

J

2014
A

S

O

N

D

Team
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II - Design Development

TaskName

Teamrecruiting(org.+comm.,1wkforapps,interviews,decisions)
Workshop(4days:10h/WSday;15hplanning)
TrainingCourses(weekly,4h)
Team
WeeklymeetingsͲTeamofficers(weekly,2h)
WeeklymeetingsͲManagement(weekly,2h)
MonthlymeetingsͲentireteam(monthly,3h)
PreliminaryProjectDrawings
PreliminaryProjectManual
InteriorDesign(competitionbetweenteams+workonwinning
design)
DesignstageͲProjectDrawings
Design
Calculations(structural,HVAC,electrical,PV)
DesignstageͲProjectManual
ListofMaterials,Equipment&Consumables(+revisions)
Communicationplanimprovements
Events(avg.2/month,2wksprepstotal)
ArchitecturalModel
AudioͲVideomaterialforSDE
Communication
PressReleases(includingsmallonesforevents)
Articlesandinterviews
Socialmediaupdates(5hweekly)
Website(developmentandupdates)
Business&FundͲraisingplan
MarketViabilityReport
FundRaising DetailedCostEstimates
Contractsformaterials,equipment&consumablesͲsponsorsornot
Planningthedeliveryofthematerials,equipment&consumables

Category
225
55
120
100
100
20
80
80
120
200
150
200
50
50
300
40
70
100
100
200
80
50
50
50
200
40

Estim.
Hours
14.01.13
01.03.13
01.03.13
01.03.13
21.12.12
01.03.13
21.12.12
21.12.12
16.03.13
16.03.13
16.04.13
16.05.13
16.05.13
21.12.12
15.02.13
15/03/13
15/03/13
21.12.12
15/01/13
21.12.12
21.12.12
21.12.12
21/12/12
16/05/13
21/12/12
01.10.13

28.02.13
11.03.13
31.10.13
31.10.13
31/10/13
31.10.13
15.03.13
15.03.13
31.10.13
31.10.13
30.06.13
31.10.13
31.10.13
31/10/13
31.10.13
15/04/13
15/04/13
31/10/13
31/10/13
31/10/13
31/10/13
31/10/13
31/10/13
31/10/13
31/10/13
31/10/13

Estim.
Estim.
Start
EndDate
Date
D

2012
J

F

M A M

J

J

2013
A

S

O

N

D
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Phase

230

Team

Industrialization

TaskName
20
60
40
20
200
200
70
70
60
20
80
160
10
250
60
105
70
100
500
150
50
200
200
50
100
100
Ͳ
170
200
50
50
50
5
140
250
100

Category

Health&Safety(training+medicalexams,2h/day)
TrainingCourses(weekly,4h)
WeeklymeetingsͲTeamofficers(weekly,2h)
MonthlymeetingsͲentireteam(monthly,3h)
ConstructiondocumentationͲProjectDrawings(2h/day)
ConstructiondocumentationͲProjectManual(2h/day)
DesignadjustmentsdocumentationͲProjectDrawings
Design
DesignadjustmentsdocumentationͲProjectManual
Measurements&Calculations(structural,HVAC,electrical,PV;10
days 6h/day)
DocumentsApproval(beforeandafterconstruction)
Constructingsmallcomponentsofmodule(20days,4h/day)
Furniture(40days,4h/day)
OrganizingMaterials&Toolsonsite(4days)
Construction
Assembly+Finishing(25days,10h/day,2shifts)
Adjustmentstothedesign(onsite;10days,6h/day)
Disassembly+loadingintrucks(10days,8h/day)
Communicationplanimprovements
HouseͲvisitingandeventsinsidethehouse
Communication
Events
AudioͲVideomaterialforSDE
Updatecosts(AssemblyinRomania)
LogisticHouse
LogisticTeam
Fundraising
DetailedCostsforCompetition
ContractswithFRANCEcompaniesforVersaiiles
TransportContracts
Transportation(ROͲFR)
Assembly+finishing(11days,16h/day,2shifts)
Contest(14days,program08Ͳ22)
Disassembly+loadingintrucks(4days,16h/day,2shifts)
Events(2h/day,includingopeningandclosingceremonies,+preps)
Communication
Transportation(startswhenfirsttruckisloadedandreadytogo)(FRͲRO)
AsBuiltDocumentation
Houseassembly+finishingforUTCB
Events

VͲAfter
Versailles

IVͲSolar
Decathlon

IIIͲConstructionStage

Estim.
Hours

16.08.14

15.02.14
01.11.13
01.11.13
01.11.13
01.11.13
01.11.13
01.04.14
01.04.14
08.05.14
01.02.14
01.03.14
01.03.14
28.03.14
01.04.14
08.05.14
22.05.14
01.11.13
08.05.14
01.11.13
01.11.13
01.11.13
01.11.13
01.11.13
08.05.14
01.11.13
01.11.13
07.06.14
15.06.14
27.06.14
12.07.14
26.06.14
26.06.14
12.07.14
16.09.14
19.07.14
19.07.14

Estim.
Start
Date

10.02.15

28.02.14
30.04.14
31.05.14
31.05.14
31.03.14
31.03.14
21.05.14
21.05.14
21.05.14
25.05.14
31.03.14
30.04.14
31.03.14
07.05.14
21.05.14
02.06.14
22.05.14
22.05.14
06.02.14
22.05.14
22.05.14
22.05.14
22.05.14
22.05.14
22.05.14
22.05.14
14.06.14
25.06.14
10.07.14
15.07.14
11.07.14
11.07.14
19.07.14
31.10.14
03.08.14
10.04.15

Estim.
EndDate
D

2012
J

F

M

A
M

J

J

2013
A

S

O

N

D

J

F

M

A

M

J

J

2014
A

S

O

N

D
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UAUIM

UPB

UrbanFormͲ2ndyear
UrbanmorphoͲtypologicalanalysisͲ2ndyear
WoodandsteelconstructionsͲ2ndyear
FurnitureͲTechnologyͲ3rdyear
FinishesͲ3rdyear
BuildingsitepracticeͲ3rdyear
BuildingphysicsͲ4thyear
UrbanManagementͲ5thyear
PracticeindesignofficeͲ6th

RegenerableenergysourcesͲMaster1styear
ElectricalInstallations,4thyear
MicrocontrollersandPLCs
Intelligentsystemsandhomeautomation,4thyear
Smartgridelectricitydistribution,Master1styear
Intelligentsensornetworks,Master2ndyear
Wirelesssensornetworks,Master2ndyear
Technologicalinnovation,3rdyear
Scientificresearch,Master1st,2ndyear

UTCB

University

ElementsofArchitectureͲ2ndyear
WoodͲ3rdyear
MetalͲ4thyear
EconomicsandLegislationͲoptionalͲ2ndyear
RenewableenergysystemsͲoptionalͲ4thyear
BuildingacousticsͲoptionalͲ4thyear
Heatingsystemsdesign
Ventilationsystemsdesign
Electricalsystemsdesign
Plumbingsystemsdesign
EnergyconsumptioninHVACsystemsͲMaster1styear
Expertise,energyauditandenergycertificationofbuildingsͲMaster1styear
PassivehousedesignͲoptionalͲMaster1styear

Courses

Cost&Financial

HVAC

Electrical

InteriorDesign

Communication&Marketting
Industrialization

Engineering
Communication
&Social
Awareness

Architecture

Team BUCHAREST - SOLAR DECATHLON EUROPE 2014 IN FRANCE

Solar

EnergyEfficiency

Plumbing

Materials

Construction

Structural

Landscape

Architectural

University

Green Urban Systems, Horticulture, 3th year

UB

USAMV

Strategic Management - Management, master 1st year
Organizational communication - Management 2nd year
Human Resorces, Public Relations Management, master 2nd year
Creativity and productivity of human resources, master 2nd year
Presentation,negociationandpromotiontechniquesͲManagement,1stͲ3rdyear
Psycho- Sociology of organizations - Psycology, 3rd year

UNA

ImageanalysisorganizationsͲComunicationsandPublicRelations,3rdyear
StrategicHumanResourceManagementͲComunicationsandPR,Master1styear

PhotoͲvideodepartment
Designdepartment
Graphicsdepartment
Productdesign
Interiordesign

SNSPA

SustainabledevelopmentandenvironmentalprotectionͲMarketing,3rdyear
ProjectManagementͲMarketing,3rdyear
EconomicandfinancialanalysisͲMarketing,2ndyear

ASE

UAUIM

MetalandglassinarchitectureͲoptionalcourse,3rdͲ5thyears
DesignandbehaviorinurbanspaceͲoptionalcourse,3rdͲ5thyears
DesignandbehaviorinurbanspaceͲoptionalcourse,3rdͲ5thyears
SustainablehousingpoliciesͲoptionalcourse,3rdͲ5thyears
ArchitecturalecoͲtechnologyͲoptionalcourse,3rdͲ5thyears
ArchitecturalecoͲtechnologyͲoptionalcourse,3rdͲ5thyears
EcoͲtechnologyͲoptionalproject,5thyear
SolarHouseͲproject,3thyear
FashionDesign,project3thyear
Architecturalprojection,project4thyear
Architecturalprojection,project3thyear

Courses

Cost&Financial

HVAC

Electrical

InteriorDesign

Architectural

Communication&Marketting
Industrialization

Engineering
Communication
&Social
Awareness

Architecture

Team
BUC
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Solar

EnergyEfficiency

Plumbing

Materials

Construction

Structural

Landscape
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Associations

NGO

Type of Partener

Field of work

The practice of profession of an architect is governed by
Romanian Order of Architects which deals with
Romanian Order of Architects
professional ethics and etiquette, conditions of
engagement and scale of charges, architectural
competition guidelines etc.
APMCR mission is to add value to businesses of its
Association of the Construction Materials Producers members through continuous information to improve the
quality of their products and by disseminating innovation
from Romania
in its field
Centrul pentru promovarea cercetarii si inovarii
EUROINNOVATION mission is to support young people
Euroinnovations
involved in research and innovation to build and
Main institution that provides financial support for projects
Administratia fondului pentru mediu - AFM
and programs for environmental protection established
ICPE - Institutul de Cercetare si Proiectare
The ubiquitous presence of the R&D in Icpe is due to our
Electrotehnica
competent and specialised staff, whilst promoting training
Romanian Green Building Council
A union of national councils whose mission is to
Representing the PV industry in front of political and
RPIA - Romanian Phovoltaic Industry Association
public institutions in Romania
ANOSR - Alianta Nationala a Organizatilor
representing and promoting the interests of students in
Studentesti din Romania
Romania in terms of education, social, economic and
Patronatul Societatilor in Constructii
Promotion, representation, support and protect the

Developing projects that bring real benefits to the
environment.
Anticipate and respond effectively to the needs of
AGIR – General Association of Romanian
engineers, giving them incentives to gain a competitive
Engineers
advantage
Planners youth that promotes integrated and sustainable
ATU – The Association for Urban Transition
urban development
Personalities from the engineering domain and which
purpose is to promote the development of the science
ASTR – The Academy of Technical Science in
research, of the engineering creation and improvement of
Romania
the engineering education.
A union of national councils whose mission is to
RoGBC – Green Building Council Romanian
accelerate the transformation of the global built
environment towards sustainability.
AIIR, aims to create the organizational framework that
lead to the development, improvement and increase
AIIR - Asociatia Inginerilor de Instalatii din Romania
installation specialists contribution to ensuring the
conditions of life and work of people .
Habitat for Humanity
Building houses for underpriviledged people

Asociatia "Mai mult verde"

Company

Catalin Lungu
Emil Olteanu/Zamfir Todor

Ovidiu Constantin
Ioana Prodan

Gabriel Colt
Cristina Siu
Ciprian Glodeanu
Brîndu܈a Lungu
Mariana Alistar

Eduard Raducanu
Andrada Toader-Pasti
Alexandra Petraru
Ancuta Neagu

Ioan Toderasc, Business
Development Manager
Paul SERBANESCU
Sef Serviciu Strategii Programe
Mihai Toader-Pasti

Andrada Toader-Pasti

Ioana Prodan

Claudiu Georgescu

Cristina Siu

Mihai Toader-Pasti

Ovidiu Constantin

Radu Voinea

Mihai Toader-Pasti

Serban Dragos Ion Tiganas

Vera Marin

Alexandra Petraru

Ioana Prodan

Andreea Ploiesteanu

܇tefan Bradea,

Contact
(Company)

Eduard Raducanu

Alexandra Petraru

Contact name
(Team Bucharest)

Team
BUC
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Electrical
(Utilities and Photovoltaics)

Mechanical
(HVAC and Sanitary)

Structural Engineering

- Product Design

Architecture

Sponsors

Type of Partener

Isover, Glass, Rigips, Weber
Do it your self store
Zink sheet
Openings
Windows
Openings
Rigips
Textiles
Ceramics
Appliances
Kitchen furniture and appliances
Furniture
Product design
Furniture
Construction management
Construction management
Metal connectors
Construction
Construction management
Provider of aluminium and steel sxtrusions
Construction
Consulting
Installations
Metalic structures, ventilation and climatization
Installations fittings producer
HVAC solution provider
Greywater reuse technology and systems
Installations fittings producer
Energy saving systems
Ventilation systems and consulting
Heating panels
Solar systems
Solar and wind energy
Tools and technology for construction works
Heatcare, lightning, consumer lifestyle products
Energy management
Electrical installations and energu management
Electrical wires
Energy management
Photovoltaics
Solar energy, electric equipment, Facility management

Vandwest
Cersanit
Electrolux
Alveus
Mobila Unicat
Dizainar
Ovo Design

Erbasu
Bog'art
Rothoblaas
Allied Engineers Grup
EuroConstruct Trading 98
Alukonigstahl
Tensor
Enviro Construct

Romstal
Orion autoinvest
Valrom
Fresh Air
Aqua2use
Technova
WOLF
Soler&Palau Romania Ventilation Systems
Heat X

Sunerg Solar systems
Habitat Energy
MSC Coninstal
Philips
Eaton
Arc Electronic
Romcab
Schneider Electric
Q-cells
ICCO Group

Field of work

Saint - Gobain
Leroy Merlin
Rheinzink
Fenestela 68
Velux
LaPella
Siniat

Company

Claudiu Butacu
Claudiu Butacu
Claudiu Butacu
Claudiu Butacu
Claudiu Butacu
Claudiu Butacu
Claudiu Butacu
Claudiu Butacu
Mihnea
Ioana Prodan

Ioana Prodan
Ancuta Neagu
Ioana Prodan
Ovidiu Constantin
Ioana Prodan
Ioana Prodan
Mihai Toader-Pasti
Ovidiu Constantin
Ovidiu Constantin

Ancuta Neagu
Octavian Timu
Ioana Prodan
Ancuta Neagu
Ioana Prodan
Adi Pop
Ancuta Neagu
Ancuta Neagu

Cristina Alistar
Inga
Pierre
Inga
Mihnea
Mihnea
Mihnea

Ioana Prodan
Pierre
AdrianaM
Ioana Prodan
Adi P
Ioana Prodan
Alexandra Petraru

Contact name
(Team Bucharest)

Stefan Miu
Alexandru Mirea
Stefan Miu
Constantin Cunesteanu
Sorin Zaharia
Laurentiu Brumaru
Bogdan Magheru
Alexandru Cojocaru
Georgiana Machidon
Radu Comsa

Valentina Trandafir
Scortar Ion
Radu Nichifor
Ovidiu Constantin
Serina Chang
Stefan Moldoveanu
Alexandru Isopescu
Bogdan Petre
Vali Chirica

Alexandru Erbasu
Simona Carstoiu
Robert Blaas
Gabriel Constantin
Florian Varlan
Adrian Serban
Andrei Canita
Alexandra Calistrat

Lucia Alistar
Gabriela Pintilie
Carmen Georgescu
Catalin Decebal Mihart
Nicolae Ciobanu
Mihnea Ghildus
Adrian Nicolae

Madalina Ghibusi
Phillipe Hauville
Bogdan Munteanu
Milalos Erwin
Alexandra Maier
Szabo Andras
Florin Enache

Contact
(Company)
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